
Dynatrace exists to make the world’s software work perfectly. Our unified software intelligence platform combines broad and deep observability and 
continuous runtime application security with the most advanced AIOps to provide answers and intelligent automation from data at enormous scale.  
This enables innovators to modernize and automate cloud operations, deliver software faster and more securely, and ensure flawless digital experiences. 
That’s why the world’s largest organizations trust Dynatrace® to accelerate digital transformation. 
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Platform Extensions
Extending Dynatrace throughout your technology stack 
and workflows

Description

Your Dynatrace experts

Dynatrace extensions increase your ability to leverage world-class 

monitoring and performance management capabilities throughout 

your enterprise.

Extensions bring Dynatrace monitoring to software and hardware 

solutions that were previously inaccessible through the OneAgent, 

as well as provide deep integration with the services that drive your 

business, operational, and technical workflows.

Unlike Gen1 and Gen2 monitoring tools, extensions are holistically 

integrated into our AI and data models providing insights, not just 

metrics. Extensions augment your existing operational and technical 

workflows by enriching these processes with data from Dynatrace 

increasing the visibility into your environment.

Extend Dynatrace  
into your ecosystem

Minimize  
development costs

Best practices 
workshops

Customized  
monitoring

Get visibility into your ecosystem 
at inflection points critical to your 

performance, and use these insights to 
make smarter decisions

Focus your development efforts 
on your applications and 

allow Dynatrace to build your 
integrations

Attend a private session with one of 
our experts to learn everything you 
need to know on how to extend the 

Dynatrace Platform

Adapt your monitoring to your 
ecosystem, and not the other 

way around.

Platform Extensions Team Dynatrace Services

The Platform Extensions team is a global team consisting 

of architects and subject matter experts on all things 

Dynatrace. The team is also responsible for the architecture, 

development, and support of all turnkey extensions such as 

f5, DataPower, IBM MQ, SAP, Citrix, and more.

The global reach of Dynatrace Services means that you have 

access hundreds of additional resources worldwide to help 

drive value from your deployment. Powered by Collective 

Intelligence; by tapping into this network, you can find 

answers quicker and drive more value from Dynatrace.

Offering components
 · Trainings

 · Extensions

 · SDK

 · OpenKit

 · API middleware

 · Alert notification integrations

 · CMDB integrations

 · Custom dashboards

 · Custom alerting
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